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Abstract
Cities are transformed into sites of experimentation through large-scale smart city initiatives, but the
visions and practices of establishing public, private and civic partnerships are often overshadowed 
by corporate interests, governance convenience and efficiency, with an overemphasis on 
technological innovations. Instead of relying on these partnerships, civic hacking initiatives seek to 
develop collaboration between programmers and community members, on the one hand, and 
government officials and organisations, on the other, for experimenting prototyping processes that 
foreground community needs. These initiatives are considered as pursuing open, inclusive and 
collaborative governance and is analysed through the lens of collaborative urban infrastructuring to 
attend to the dynamics, consequences and implications emerging from the prototyping processes. 
The analysis of the collaboration between Code for Ireland and Dublin City Council Beta suggests 
that the spatio-temporal scaling of prototypes lead to the continual and contested scaling of skills, 
knowledges, capabilities, organisational procedures and socio-technical arrangements. These 
heterogeneous scaling engenders desirable futures and future problems. The articulation and 
enactment of the values that attract diverse visions, viewpoints and practices into collaborative 
experimentation can be challenged by agonistic relationships arising from exploring practical 
arrangements for the mutual shaping of desirable governance procedures and the organisational 
expectations, obligations and constraints that are already in place. Furthermore, in the processes of 
scaling, there are constant dangers of enacting patriarchal stewardships and taking an all-knowing 
position for caring and evaluating impacts, which makes it critical to also experiment with ways of 
disclosing urban techno-politics that emerges continuously and in unanticipated ways. 
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Introduction
Cities are transformed into sites of urban experimentation as public, private and civic initiatives 
incorporate digital and data-driven technologies to improve urban governance and everyday life. 
Dublin, New York and Boston are some of the pioneering cities that are, or will soon to be, 
equipped with networks of sensors to develop smart districts, innovation centres and, ultimately, 
‘quantified communities’ that run on ‘new physical and informatics technologies and analytics 
capabilities’ (CUSP, 2014). At the same time, local governments establish partnerships with civic 
hacking organisations, such as Code for America and its local and global brigades, to ‘build open 
source technology and organize a network of people dedicated to making government services 
simple, effective, and easy to use’.1 In such collaboration, diverse organisations, people, values, 
viewpoints, expertise and skills are enrolled in the hopes for taking part in the making of future 
cities and trialling collaborative ways of assembling technologies, governments and the public. 
However, in this changing landscape of engineering digital urbanism, the hopes and practices 
associated with these initiatives raise critical questions concerning the dynamics, consequences and 
implications of pursuing civic urban experimentation. Similar to many smart city initiatives, the 
development plan of these initiatives celebrates new horizons of citizen engagement and 
participation, but also creates serious problems where only passive, instrumental and obedient forms
of civic actions are permitted (Mattern, 2016). Also, civic hacking incorporates the sensitivity and 
culture towards transparency and openness from early free and open source software (F/OSS) but its
long-term approach to the collaboration with the government does not necessarily translate into 
change in organisational structure or culture within the government for taking collective 
responsibility with the public (Perng and Kitchin, 2016). Furthermore, many partnerships between 
local governments and multinational corporations result in cities being ‘assembled piecemeal, 
integrated awkwardly into existing configurations of urban governance and the built environment’ 
(Shelton et al., 2015: 15). These partnerships can be further affected by ‘messy processes of 
implementation that are often resisted by units and staff who are used to existing systems and 
procedures and have limited resources to help effect change management’ (Kitchin et al., 2016: 99).
This paper adds to the analysis of urban techno-politics by examining public experimentation for 
more open, inclusive and collaborative governance. It investigates collaborative making of 
technology and future cities and demonstrates how urban techno-politics emerges from negotiating 
1 Quoted from Code for America website, https://www.codeforamerica.org/ [Accessed 13 May 2015].
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visions, values and practical arrangements during experimentation. In such urban experimentation, a
government does not stay as a coherent entity that includes or excludes particular values or 
partnerships with civic hacking organisations. Instead, by articulating and enacting wider societal 
values associated with the experimentation in practical ways, a government is reshaped by the 
explorations of establishing alliances, adjustments and arrangements involving certain parts of a 
government with the hopes and accompanying challenges of affecting others. The empirical 
examination in the paper draws on a case study on the collaboration between a section of Dublin 
City Council (DCC) and a civic hacking organisation, Code for Ireland, to regenerate Dublin’s 
street-scape. The data were collected through ethnographic engagement and observation on civic 
hacking and the project conducted in Dublin between 2014 and 2015, and the interview with the 
coordinator of the collaboration between Code for Ireland and DCC. 
Citizens, participation and digital technology
The analysis of the paper develops from the increasing literature on material participation and 
politics that unpacks how heterogeneous sets of ‘tools’, from paper and policy documents to arts 
and technological prototypes, constitute or contest in the processes of making parliaments, politics 
and futures (Asdal and Hobæk, 2016; Barry, 2013; Gabrys and Yusoff, 2012; Law and Singleton, 
2014). Further articulating concerns that arise in the context of collaborating with the public to 
reshape the city, I also drawn on participatory approaches to design, especially on information 
infrastructure, to pay particular attention towards how material and technological arrangements of 
prototypes, trials or workshops can cause concerns to the social and ethical potentials that these 
collaborative experiments set out to achieve (Björgvinsson et al., 2010; Karasti and Baker, 2008; 
Liegl et al., 2016). These approaches are combined in the paper to destabilise the government as the
centre of knowledge, expertise and technology, and also to disassemble ‘the government’ for 
analysing the relocation of innovation into the context of urban everyday life and the promises and 
politics that occur during the process.
Changing relationships between government and technology
Destabilising government and technology
The relationships between urban governance, citizens and technology have never been stable. As 
Dawes (2009) demonstrates, a wide range of ideals and practices have been developed as modern 
societies adopt technology to improve the functioning of the government. For Weber (1964), an 
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ideal form of governance relies on technical specialisation and the legitimacy of exercising 
technical and governmental authority to deal with complex societal issues. This form of governance
in turn produces its own problems of overspecialisation, routinisation and path dependency where 
problem-defining and -solving become predefined and highly embedded in institutional and 
economic rationality, allowing little room for revision and change (Berkhout, 2002). Subsequent 
social and technological developments, particularly information and communication technologies 
(ICTs), played a significant part in the transformation of societies, particularly cities, into services 
and knowledge production whereby societies become governed by global networks of information, 
technological elites and flexible capitalism (Bell, 1973; Castells, 1996). 
This transformation has consequential impacts on how the government in an information age should
be devised and implemented and how civic actions could be pursued. There have been varied 
attempts to connect the government with ICT developments. However, these mostly take utilitarian 
approaches, focusing on management issues around development or procurement strategies, 
increases of work efficiency and effectiveness through ICT infrastructure designs, improvements on
internal information sharing and interoperability (Coleman, 2008; Dawes, 2009). Other conceptions 
of the government and the citizen also suggest changing relationships between the two. These ICT 
developments can be conceived as creating digital platforms for government as ‘service provider’, 
and the receiving end more as ‘customers’ or ‘clients’ than ‘citizens’. These conceptualisations mark
a transition towards understanding government as an enterprise or an authoritative provider for 
people in subordinate conditions, and less as setting up a channel for deliberative democracy 
through digital engagement (Dutil et al., 2008). 
Civic hacking and urban governance
At the same time, global and local initiatives are pursued to leverage digital civic media and 
collaborative making of technology for reshaping the public sphere and urban governance. 
Networked media and information technologies, as Castells (2008) argues, are crucial to new, ad 
hoc and global alliances that foster public debates and civic actions on social and political issues. 
Furthermore, civic hacking is another bottom-up attempt to challenge the established ways of 
conducting urban governance. Civic hacking draws inspirations from the liberal sensitivity 
established by F/OSS (Coleman, 2013) and also builds on the momentum of open data and open 
knowledge movements for enhancing government transparency and accountability through 
widening access to information held by the government. Resisting to become ‘proto-publics’ that 
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are contingently and temporarily formed by and highly dependent on individual civic hackathons 
(Lodato and DiSalvo, 2016), civic hacking organisations also seek ‘a longer-term’ approach and 
partnership with sympathetic staff or units within the government to form ‘recursive publics’ (Kelty,
2008) that seek to establish scalable, modular, open and transparent ways of using technology for 
addressing community issues (Maalsen and Perng, 2016). 
However, various concerns are also raised for rethinking the social, governmental and political 
economic consequences of these initiatives. For example, the ‘value’ of releasing government data 
is also often considered in terms of commercial re-use of the data and thus the governmental 
generation, archival and release of data become mechanisms of deregulation and neoliberalisation 
of urban governance (Bates, 2012). The long-term effects, extents of change and the decline of 
government responsibility are also concerns for the incorporation of civic hacking, or hackathons, 
as an added model for local governments to address community problems (Janssen et al., 2012; 
Johnson and Robinson, 2014).   
Opening up government through infrastructuring
Collaboration with local or national governments is already challenging considering that they are 
often fragmented entities with mutually conflicting interests and visions (Kitchin et al., 2016). 
Furthermore, government agencies can uphold disparate practices, procedures and experiences 
towards civic collaboration and the extent to which they can scale their organisations, skills and 
expertise in the process can add further complexities to the pursuits of alternative urban governance.
I further draw on the notion of infrastructuring, particularly in the context of participatory design 
(Björgvinsson et al., 2010), to analyse ‘collaborative urban infrastructuring’ and the politics 
emerging from experimenting new ways of city and infrastructure making. This re-orientation of 
research emphases builds on the problematisation of the privileged institutions, including 
governments and research and industrial hubs, in design and innovation and the relocation of sites 
of innovation and experimentation into everyday life contexts and practices (Liegl et al., 2016; 
Suchman, 2011). 
Processes of collaborative urban infrastructuring
The processes of collaborative urban infrastructuring are continual and situated, as well as dynamic 
and contested. Conducting public urban experiments for infrastructure making requires time for the 
collaboration to establish alliances, develop trust and deploy prototypes and trials. The collaboration
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therefore requires continual attempts and situated socio-technical arrangements for enabling and 
deploying trials and prototypes (Karasti et al., 2010). However, building desirable future cities by 
the collaboration of governmental and civic hacking organisations inevitably brings in incompatible
voices, visions and actions that contest one another. The collaboration between differently 
motivated organisations and individuals can lead to unexpected consequences and socio-technical 
relationships arising from the deployment. Accordingly, the collaboration also forms ‘agonistic 
public spaces’ for democratising innovation (Bjögvinsson et al., 2012; Björgvinsson et al., 2010; Le 
Dantec and DiSalvo, 2013). 
In the process of forming civic and government collaboration, however, the agonistic spaces and 
relationships do not necessarily rest upon the opposition between ‘the government’ and ‘the people’.
Rather, competing alliances can build on incompatible views and practices where social, 
technological and institutional arrangements in support of these views and practices assemble 
differently motivated initiatives, individuals and governmental units and agencies to participate 
(Barry, 2013; Karasti, 2014). Accordingly, examinations on civic and governmental collaboration 
for technology making have to remain sensitive to ‘socio-material assembly that deals with “matters
of concern” … and the alignment of controversies, ready for unexpected use, opening up new ways 
of thinking and behaving’ (Björgvinsson et al., 2010: 41–3).  
Temporal and spatial scaling
Temporal and spatial scaling is another important issue in collaborative urban infrastructuring. 
By undertaking a longer-term approach and aiming for spatially scalable solutions, civic hacking 
share similar interests with design projects that adopt participatory approaches and seek spatial and 
temporal expansion of trials to enhance their inclusiveness (Karasti et al., 2010). The concerns of 
temporal and spatial scaling derive from reconsidering the where and when of uses, users and the 
purposes and consequences of building information infrastructure (Star and Ruhleder, 1996). Star 
and Ruhleder’s approach is further expanded to problematise where and when design takes place 
and question the people, knowledge, practices and viewpoints that are inscribed into or unwillingly 
precluded from technology designs and innovations (Björgvinsson et al., 2010; Suchman, 2011). 
In civic hacking, decisions about what technologies to use, where to test the prototype and the 
length of each round of tests carry equal weight as design methods, particularly ethnographically 
informed ones, in making ‘spaces of possibilities’ for prototypes, civic hacking practices and their 
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collaborations with supporting government agencies. These spaces of prototyping are continuously 
‘carved out’ by the civic and governmental collaboration, through its ‘selecting, connecting, and 
bounding the site’ and engaging with ‘material artifacts and the people who define the field’ 
(Blomberg and Karasti, 2013: 389). The temporal and spatial scaling to select, relate and 
reconfigure the places, time, people, organisations and knowledge are thus ways of ‘prototyping in 
situ’ to produce ‘grounded imagination’ (Büscher et al., 2004). This way of prototyping and 
grounding imagination can also be useful for civic hacking initiatives and collaborating government
units to conduct continual and practical trials for not only reflecting upon the experiences but also 
disclosing unanticipated practices, consequences and challenges in relation to wider societal and 
ethical values.
Values, pragmatic arrangements and agonistic relationships
Furthermore, the values attached to individual trials or to collaborative urban infrastructuring 
cannot be treated as stable or having predefined qualities. Instead, they are entangled in the 
pragmatic arrangements and agonistic relationships emerging from urban experiments. The spatio-
temporal scaling of the experiments aims to be inclusive of diverse societal and ethical viewpoints 
and practices. The relocation of sites of design, innovation and experimentation into urban 
environments provide materials means for wider participation in prototyping futures (Gabrys and 
Yusoff, 2012; Marres, 2012). But the scaling also develops complex and sometimes contradictory 
practices that complicate the social and organisational arrangements aimed at supporting these 
values. As exemplified by the various open movements above, values associated with governmental
and civic collaborations open up potentials for a more transparent government. These 
collaborations, however, also lead to attempts of neoliberalising urban governance through setting 
up technological and commercial means for capitalising on data that belong to the public. 
Accordingly, the societal and ethical values of democratising access to the experiments have to be 
considered as ‘the product of engagement with the technology, by directly or indirectly implicated 
publics’ and ‘subject to processes of change and negotiations’ (Liegl et al., 2016: 87–92). In the 
context where agonistic relationships develop as the experiments scale spatially and temporally, the 
values perceived at the outset of a trial can become contested and uncertain, which has knock-on 
effects on whether the futures and visions as initially promised are still attainable in social, ethical 
and pragmatic terms. Accordingly, it is crucial to examine the enactment of values rather than the 
frames that stabilise them by attending to the different articulations of values, as well as their 
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relationships with city futures, the spatio-temporal arrangements for articulating these values and 
the socio-technical configurations allowing them to materialise. 
Towards collaborative urban infrastructuring
Drawing upon the discussion so far, several key aspects are outlined below for analysing how a 
government can be destabilised, dissembled and reassembled to form new socio-technical 
arrangements to pursue collaborative urban infrastructuring: 
 specifying government staff or agencies, and their motivations, skills, expertise and 
knowledge, for devising practical arrangements to align government organisations and 
procedures with civic hacking initiatives; 
 attending to the changing cultures and practices as they respond to initiatives of 
collaborative making of data and technologies; and 
 articulating the politics arising from the difficulty of aligning and adjusting practical 
arrangement for pursuing wider societal and ethical values that collaborative urban 
infrastructuring pursues. 
I examine these aspects empirically with the case study of the Traffic Light Box Artworks project in
Dublin in the following sections.
The Traffic Light Box Artworks project as relocation of innovation
Dublin City Council Beta (DCC Beta): background and narratives
The project started as a trial pursued by DCC Beta, which is an experimental initiative led by City 
Architects, a division of the city council responsible for architectural and urban design. Among 
various projects that have been pursued by DCC Beta, the ‘Traffic Light Box Artworks’ seeks to 
transform city street-scape by giving ordinary, mundane traffic light boxes a paint-over and reflect 
the neighbourhood in the artworks. In the process of developing the project, DCC Beta collaborated
with Code for Ireland to prototype an interactive platform that showcases the artworks and 
encourages interests and participation in the project. 
There are resemblances between the Traffic Light Box Artworks project and the discourses in 
support of smart city innovations and technocratic governance (Wiig, 2015). Considering traffic 
light boxes as part of urban infrastructure, the rationale behind the project strikes a chord with the 
narratives for deploying smarter urban infrastructure. In Hewlett-Packard’s white paper on smart 
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cities for example, smart infrastructure ‘takes a city’s cultural, socioeconomic, environmental, and 
geographical realities into account and requires collaboration between stakeholders—from policy 
makers to citizens’, as well as enjoying an extended ‘life span’ and reducing ‘maintenance costs’ 
(HP, 2016: 3–10). In a similar tone, traffic light boxes were an issue for DCC because they ‘tend to 
attract graffiti and stickers, etc – and end up looking very ugly. The Council repaints them regularly 
(frequency depending on the abuse they’re receiving obviously), which creates a cost for the 
Council’ to re-paint them (DCC Beta, 2012). Addressing these issues, the project outlines economic,
social, cultural and aesthetic potentials for the city government, communities and local artists 
through repainting the boxes, which are listed on the webpage of project description: 
Save the Council money.
Enhance the area around…making it more attractive.
Strengthen the identity of the area in the minds of the people that live, work, visit and 
pass through.
Provide an outlet for artists to exhibit their work. (DCC Beta, 2012)
However, DCC Beta’s narrative above already differs from corporate ideals by turning away from 
focusing on technological driven innovations and to an exploration for the ‘relocation’ of innovation
(Suchman, 2011). DCC Beta seeks to incorporate local and cultural diversities of a city into a trial 
and placing the trial in Dublin streets is a critical process of infrastructure regeneration. An 
inspiration for DCC Beta is shown in Figure 1,2 which is adopted to highlight the importance of 
fostering local identity in different parts of Dublin in the trial given the diverse characters in 
different neighbourhoods. The project has hopes for the artworks to ‘reinforce/enhance the 
IDENTITY of that area of the city. We’d like to stress this brief!’ (all emphases original):  
Let’s make sure that they’re of relevance to that location, as then they will have even 
greater impact. For example, Tarsila’s art piece above shows a Viking and it’s based on 
the site of the major Viking Settlement that was at Wood Quay. (DCC Beta, 2012)
2 Details of the traffic light box with Viking painting in the artist’s website, http://www.tarsilakruse.com/viking-
painting-at-christ-church/ [accessed 8 July 2016]. 
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Figure 1: Traffic Light Boxes before with DCC Beta logo (left) and after (right) artworks (source:
https://dubcitybeta.wordpress.com/2012/01/19/traffic-light-box-artworks/)
DCC Beta in practice
Furthermore, DCC Beta is committed to the idea and practices of ‘urban hacking’, which has a 
greater emphasis on ‘trial-and-error’ and treats its trials as ‘a new approach to city-making by 
encouraging, supporting and facilitating experimentation and innovation to improve (public) spaces’
(PIVOT Dublin, 2013). This approach is enhanced by forming a partnership with Code for Ireland 
to develop a prototype of an interactive platform with multiple functionalities: facilitating artworks 
selection before the boxes are painted; showcasing the painted traffic light boxes online; 
encouraging interactions with the painted boxes in street via barcodes; and linking back to the 
details of the artists and their other work via the barcodes or the platform for motivating wider 
participation.
In November 2014, DCC Beta coordinator attended the monthly meetup of Code for Ireland where 
he introduced the motivation and aims of the Traffic Light Box Artworks project to the participants 
and looked for volunteers to work on the project. At this point, the project had already had a 
previous round of consultation and trial. The project organised an open workshop and invited 
members of the public to discuss their ideas about the project. Subsequently, 11 traffic light boxes 
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were painted and a review of the trial was released afterwards (for more details about the initial 
stage of the project, see DCC Beta, 2014). At the meetup, the discussion focused on the 
incorporation of the experiences and results from the initial stage into the next stage of a 
comparatively larger scale, consisting of up to 20 traffic light boxes and other functionalities of the 
interactive platform to be added. Through this collaboration, a prototype was built, and the 
responsibility of maintaining the prototype and the project is taken up by a community group as a 
community arts project. 
Subsequently, in 2015, 41 traffic light boxes were painted, and more to be painted in the summer of 
2016. Their locations of the boxes can now be found by accessing an interactive map that also 
shows the title of the artwork, the artist and other available (or already allocated) boxes 
(http://dublincanvas.com/map/). The boxes are painted by both professional and non-professional 
artists, and by and large are related to local characters, characteristics or stories associated with the 
areas or Dublin more generally. 
Co-creating values and uncertainties in collaborative urban 
infrastructuring
In the relocation of innovation and experiments into urban everyday life, the Traffic Light Boxes 
Artworks project also demonstrates many issues emerging from the contradictory spatio-temporal 
scales and scaling when conducting the project. By examining these issues, this section details the 
ways in which techno-politics is a product of engaging in the negotiation of values, trust, 
responsibility, socio-technical imaginary and urban future in collaborative urban infrastructuring. 
 
Temporalities of change and infrastructuring trust
Unpacking urban temporalities of change
From very early on, temporalities of change, which are constitutive of but often mutually 
contradictory in urban everyday life, have been central concerns that motivate collaborative urban 
infrastructuring. Adding to the temporalities that have already been discussed in participatory 
design, e.g. ‘use time’, ‘project time’ and ‘infrastructuring time’ (Karasti et al., 2010), the interview 
with DCC Beta coordinator demonstrates interweaving spatio-temporal commitments, obligations 
and frustrations: the frustration with the long time a local government can take for any small 
change, the desire for better ‘quality time’ with family in the urban environment and thus a strong 
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motivation to mobilise a shorter temporal scale of inducing change in the city. The coordinator 
points out that change in street-scape in Dublin does happen, but the change required decades to 
occur. The frustration with slow paces of change is shared but others working in DCC and 
motivates them to establish a loose network of staff across various DCC sections to experiment 
ways to ‘speed up’ change: 
I was recently at a conference and … it showed a picture of Grafton Street 40 years ago 
and said, look how far we have come? Yes absolutely it has changed, but that was 40 
years ago as well. … [I]f I have a kid, if I want to raise them in the city centre, like 10 
years is an entire childhood, so you need to be able to, as a city, ... move fast. … So 
instead of thinking in terms of decades, how can we think in terms of months? I don't 
have an exact time, but just get faster. So each time you may be a bit faster than the time
before and you learn something new. 
Speeding up is also a learning process, as the excerpt above demonstrates, and therefore it becomes 
a critical issue to maintain or regain, rather than assuming, trust from people (Felt and Fochler, 
2008) when introducing trials into Dublin streets. In doing so, however, DCC Beta disrupts 
established rhythm and expectations of urban regeneration. Several temporal scales and the 
expectations associated with them, which might not be compatible with one another, can be found 
rubbing, if not contesting, against one another: their own motivations of speeding up change, 
people’s encouragement expressed in person or online in support of the experiment, their 
expectations that there is still planning behind an experiment with government backing. 
Infrastructuring trust as first step
Accordingly, collaborative urban infrastructuring requires an infrastructure of trust to conduct trials.
The branding of ‘beta’ is one part of the assemblage of things for DCC Beta to set up the 
infrastructure (c.f. Asdal and Hobæk, 2016). The term ‘beta’ is adopted in this context to denote that
the experiment conducted by DCC Beta is imperfect and to learn from its deployment is crucial 
aspect of the experiment, as the coordinator explained in the interview:
So that is why I wanted to develop a brand, I wanted to create a brand in its own right so
that when people see it they can implicitly trust it, they know it is going to follow a 
certain set procedure. It will have a certain ethos and all of that. So that is why I wanted 
a specific name as opposed to trial or prototype or pilot.
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DCC Beta employs other methods to earn trust in a bottom-up manner. For example, during the 
time a Beta project is tested, a DCC Beta logo will be displayed at the site of experiments (see left 
picture in Figure 1) so that people know the project is not a one-off event but is part of an ongoing, 
experimental governmental initiative. Also, DCC Beta’s website explains its motivation, its ethos, 
the procedures before a Beta project is rolled out and the steps already taken related to specific 
projects, as well as providing a ‘report card’ once a project is completed to learn about costs, 
benefits and lessons from the trials. Accordingly, the logo, documentation, reports and website 
become the critical ‘infrastructure in relation to organized practices’ (Star and Ruhleder, 1996: 113) 
for earning trust while disrupting establish rhythms, norms and expectations for speeding up urban 
regeneration.  
Entangling ‘values’: for whom and how?
In the situation where dominant views of value can be resisted and reinterpreted, and regulated and 
re-enacted in alternative legal, social, technical and ethical terms, the processes of achieving it can 
produce concerns regarding who benefits and how (Kelty, 2008; Marres, 2012). Similarly, there are 
aesthetic, cultural, ethical, economic and social values that DCC Beta and its collaboration with 
Code for Ireland pursue. However, the collaboration to prototype a platform reveals entangled 
meanings and practices around values, which has consequential effects on how the civic potentials 
associated with collaborative urban infrastructuring can be pursued and materialised. 
Procurement and civic hacking
‘Values’ is certainly recognisable in monetary terms and can be contextualised in the wider political 
economy of civic hacking (Bates, 2012; Gregg, 2015). This way of articulating and enacting values 
is also observable in collaborative urban infrastructuring. From the perspective of a city council as 
an established governmental organisation, there are several options for purchasing new digital 
content or technology from outside of the council. For example, an option for DCC Beta was 
undertaking established procurement processes to partner with universities or industries for building
the platform. Following established procurement procedure avoids risks and uncertainties. A 
collaboration with a civic hacking organisation as a purchasing model can be risky because it enters 
uncharted territory. More concerning, such a model can lead to wider societal concerns in relation to
government policies and practices in austerity, such as exploiting wilful and free labour and 
neoliberalising the government.  
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However, like issues, values are entangled and ‘jointly and antagonistically implicated’ in the 
pragmatic associations that might not be fully reducible to one another (Marres, 2007: 733 original 
emphasis). If the concerns over exploitation and the neoliberalisation of the government have 
already created a messy field that collaborative urban infrastructuring has to negotiate, there are, 
following Björgvinsson (2010), further complications that are ‘acted out’ through ‘passionate 
engagement’ involving disparate sensibilities and practices about values as DCC Beta develops. For
example, there is a worry that procurement procedures are too ‘formal’ for a ‘trial-and-error’ 
approach that DCC Beta seeks to establish. As the coordinator commented in the interview: 
But when it came to a digital prototype, ... do I go out and try to procure it, be it a tender
or ... I am sure I could but often it is slightly too formal. 
Also, undertaking procurement can lose out the opportunity of growing communities and 
government agencies together for experimenting a more open and inclusive government, as the 
coordinator continued:
Equally I think there might be a symbiotic relationship there whereby actually 
something like Code for Ireland get real projects via the city council but actually help 
Code for Ireland as a concept itself. They know they are working on a real problem 
somewhere and they actually see it develop, get implemented or not or whatever.
Symbiotic relationship between civic hacking and municipality
For the coordinator, a symbiotic relationship has also to be a fair and reciprocal one, and 
implemented in practical ways. For example, there are costs incurred by painting the boxes and 
participation in building the prototype of the platform to showcase the artworks. In practice, this 
means making explicit the contributions of the artists, professional or not, who took part in the 
project, as well as creating tangible values from their participation. As the coordinator noted in the 
excerpt below, DCC Beta recognises the efforts of those involved in the project and explores 
possible ‘returns’ for their contributions, including artists and civic hackers: 
… if people are taking time out of their year to paint a box, they ideally would at least 
have their box mentioned and you could think of things like treasure hunts with people 
going around all those boxes. If someone could click on a box they could find out who 
the person who painted it was, maybe they could follow them on social media or 
whatever. Or maybe when you see a box you could buy a print of that box straight away,
maybe that is a side door income stream.  
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Indeed, DCC benefits from such a project by saving the human and financial costs of painting the 
boxes. But, for the coordinator, DCC’s responsibility shifts towards trialling possible social, 
monetary, technological and ethical arrangements to support collaborative urban infrastructuring. 
By recognising and creating values associated with the artworks and the prototype, what is also 
envisioned and trialled is the possibility of establishing a sustainable approach to scale up an 
experimental project and keep its momentum. The goal is for the interested parties to ‘growing it 
themselves’ so that the government does not interfere with how they understand and organise the 
project, how they interpret their place identity, or how the artworks relate to the identity: 
So maybe the third item would be if it was carried out as a Dublin Difference project, if 
we are paying people their expenses, so that is the third thing we are interested in 
maybe. So after that ... I think we should remove ourselves, they are the only three 
things we are interested in so we could just be as little interested as possible and actually
get out of the way and let the idea grow and let someone else take it, grow it themselves.
Civic hacking and government responsibility
The value associated with collaborative urban infrastructuring can be further articulated in the 
tension of taking or withdrawing from government responsibility. ‘Grow it themselves’ seems to 
confirm the criticism that local government can outsource its responsibility to the public through 
civic hacking (Johnson and Robinson, 2014). But growing a symbiotic relationship also requires 
work and configuring a transitional role for a local council to play. Most significantly, there is a 
shifting emphasis away from the stewardship of the government and onto exploring ‘not only 
antagonisms between interests or concerns, but also antagonisms between the material, physical and
technical associations that come together’ (Marres, 2007: 733). This transition of responsibility is 
observable in the interview excerpt below:  
... I mean what are we interested in as a city council? We are interested in maybe 
picking which boxes get painted and which don't. Maybe the refresh rate, that they are 
always of a certain quality, that the paint isn't getting really old or that the artwork isn't 
offensive to people or something.  
To be sure, there will be other issues emerging as individual experiments go on. They might 
concern, for example, the ownership over the decisions about rates, qualities or offensiveness of the 
painted artworks, which has important consequences regarding whose views and life are legitimised
during public experimentation. But this also reminds the idea of ‘beta’ as something imperfect and 
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still growing, by learning from the practical arrangement of trials and the (unexpected) practices 
developing because of or around them. The ‘value’ of growing a symbiotic relationship then 
becomes less concerned with determining and attributing values by adopting existing social or 
ethical frames. Instead, its rests on the articulation and enactment of practices and viewpoints 
associated with individual experiments and the reassembling of institutional, technological, spatio-
temporal, monetary or ethical arrangements for continual collaborative urban infrastructuring.  
Co-creating futures and uncertainties
For people and the city to sustain collaborative urban infrastructuring and ‘grow it themselves’, 
various scaling has to occur: more people and artists to participate, more traffic light boxes to paint 
and the ownership of the project transferred to individuals or organisations other than DCC Beta. 
This desirable future also creates uncertainties concerning necessary skills, expertise and knowledge
that collaborating government units have to acquire. 
Scaling of skills and the multiplicity of municipality 
The issue regarding appropriate ways of procurement surfaces again. In earlier experiments, some 
other DCC staff tried and found it difficult to follow procurement procedures for rolling out calls 
for tenders in a way similar to commissioning art pieces by city council. Although the staff had 
obtained permission from other relevant departments, other problems emerged as the coordinator 
reflected: 
So then the next stage is ok, so now we have all the permissions, how do we actually 
implement it? So we trialled it two slightly different ways, one was internally, our own 
staff in the area offices trying to roll it out themselves. And I think they actually found 
that quite difficult because how did they put the call out? Are they supposed to create 
their own sub-section on their own website? Are they supposed to...? It was quite a 
specific set of skills required for it, it was difficult to... They already had their everyday 
jobs and suddenly they had this extra piece of work to do.  
The difficulty of implementing the calls should not be attributed to staff incompetency. Instead, it 
demonstrates any government’s multiplicity (Law and Singleton, 2014), Government agencies are 
tasked differently and thus develop and possess disparate sets skills and expertise, which 
strengthens their proficiency at routine tasks but not ad hoc ones that arise as urban experimentation
unfolds. The question regarding whether to create more sub-sections or incorporate news tasks to 
existing workload is also one that hesitates between scaling organisations (by creating more sub-
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sections in the city council) or staff (by requesting upskilling). This difficulty in organisational 
change to incorporate urban experimentation is an added layer of challenge to existing ones, such as
organisational silos or ‘multiple overlapping visions and forces that continually jostle with one 
another, sometimes aligning, other times competing’ (Kitchin et al., 2016: 99). 
Spatial scaling and diversifying infrastructural objects
Furthermore, from early on of the project, traffic light boxes are perceived as a pioneering object 
among many others that can be repurposed. For example, walls have always been on the list and 
only a small number of them in the inner city had been re-painted. This trial was not on the same 
scale as the traffic light boxes and did not have a dedicated platform to showcase the repainted 
walls. However, whether experimenting with the walls or other things, the trials would lead to 
different considerations and implementation when scaling. Scaling in terms of expanded areas and 
the number of artworks, as did in the Traffic Light Box Artworks project, has its own difficulty 
already. But as the DCC Beta coordinator also commented, when scaling has the intention to 
include a different set of things in the infrastructural network, it would incur changes to other parts 
in the infrastructure, leading to further social, governmental, legal and administrative issues:
... but there is a whole set of other things that you need to look ... what assets are 
involved, liability or ownership, who do you sue if something goes wrong and so on. So
a whole set of things there that need to be discussed. That is partly still only being 
figured out a little bit.
Promising futures and future problems
Collaborative urban infrastructuring generates promising futures and future problems in the scaling 
of the ethical, material, spatio-temporal and socio-technical arrangements of the trials. The 
‘situational contingencies’ and ‘performative effects’ that occur during the experiments are a 
‘practice of doing politics’ (Voß and Amelung, 2016: 763; original emphasis). It can disrupt 
established orders of organisational norms, skills, expertise and knowledge and lead to uncertain 
future, however desirable the vision has been. DCC Beta started as an informal network of staff, 
experimenting new approaches to change the city, and has been adopted as a formal DCC procedure
since 2015. 
The adoption by DCC brings excitement and further questions. The positive side includes a steadier 
budget, although small, support from a senior member of council staff and a steering group that 
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enrols more sections of the council into DCC Beta. However, as the experimentation grows larger, it
remains uncertain as to the legitimate time that could be spent on responding appropriately to the 
growing requests for trials by the coordinator and other staff who are enthusiastic about joining. 
Also, when DCC Beta was only a concept in trial, the inclusion and prioritisation of requests can be 
handled with informally since the numbers of the involved individuals and communities were small.
But when DCC Beta is formally adopted by the council, providing transparency concerning how 
requests are processed and how decisions should made become a demanding and difficult task. 
Conflicting spatio-temporal scaling again adds further challenges to articulating the future for the 
city and DCC Beta. Whether individual trials are to stay in a local community and have the 
potential for city-wide roll-out, they are designed and tested locally. This has several unexpected 
effects. People who experience the trials might think the trials are small and limited in scope, 
whereas DCC Beta as a trial itself aims at providing the whole city an alternative city making 
mechanism. 
Also, trials are conducted, often on the scale of months, to allow review and modification, and 
therefore the public might neglect that growing DCC Beta is a long-term project, occurring on the 
scale of years to a decade. Because individual trials are adapted to local contexts, there are 
complexities and contingencies that are difficult to simplify for reporting DCC Beta’s progress or 
impact to city council’s senior management. However, whether making a case for more resources or
being accountable for the budget, the report or presentation to senior management has to be short, 
and delivering a clear, succinct and persuasive examination on the progress or impact can take 
many extra hours away from normal line of duty and working on the trials. Adding to these 
uncertainties is that the inclusion of more citizens for more reflexive, deliberative, accountable and 
democratic urban experimentation is not sufficient. Citizen panels are ‘political and not a neutral 
instruments’ because the design of the panel ‘is a decision of political process’, which is firmly 
situated in, as demonstrated throughout the paper, ‘[d]ifferences in worldviews and philosophical 
orientations’ regarding what constitutes as legitimate opinions and concerns (Mann et al., 2014: 40).
Conclusion
Infrastructure regeneration that addresses citizen and community needs are often promoted as key 
features in developing smart cities and data-driven urbanism. However, the practices of engaging 
and further developing such visions are often lacking in larger-scale smart city initiatives and can be
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overshadowed by corporate interests, governance convenience and efficiency, and an overemphasis 
on technological innovations. Instead of relying on multinational corporations to negotiate 
partnership with local governments, various civic hacking and government organisations 
collaborate and experiment transparent and inclusive ways of engineering future cities and 
addressing local issues. 
In this paper, I suggest to analyse such experimentation through the lens of collaborative urban 
infrastructuring for articulating techno-politics as it emerges from continual, pragmatic and 
agonistic arrangements for engineering cities in bottom-up and inclusive ways. DCC Beta and the 
Traffic Light Box Artworks project are examined to detail how they have developed and scaled 
from a small, experiment initiative into a procedure incorporated by the city council. The analysis 
demonstrates that the spatio-temporal scaling of a trial to include diverse viewpoints and values is a 
performative process that leads to the continual scaling of other social, technological and 
organisational arrangements. These arrangements intend to be complimentary to the societal and 
ethical values of the trial, but can become implicated by the scaling of government structures or 
capabilities. The adjustment of government procedures, tasks, knowledge and skills are challenging,
and the legitimisation and value of the time on making these adjustments require formal 
recognition. The spatio-temporal, socio-technical and organisational scaling thus complicate the 
articulation and enactment of the values that motivate collaborative urban infrastructuring.
Accordingly, the heterogeneous scaling that occurs as collaborative urban infrastructuring unfolds 
produces desirable futures and future problems. Such scaling can enhance the incorporation of 
diverse values, viewpoints and practices into the envisioning and engineering of future cities. At the
same time, these values and practices are also implicated by the agonistic relationships when 
exploring practical arrangements. 
The analysis of DCC Beta makes explicit critical issues emerging from pursuing more open, 
transparent and collaborative innovation and urban governance. The formal adoption of DCC Beta 
by the city council is an encouragement for continual experimentation. But the complexity of 
decision making and impact evaluation also grows when greater diversity of people, viewpoints, 
practices and things can become entangled in surprising ways. Accordingly, it becomes important to
critically design, experiment and reflect possible practices of taking responsibility that can prevent 
collaborative urban infrastructuring from assuming patriarchal stewardship and taking an all-
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knowing position of caring and evaluation (Massey, 2004). This calls for not only more trials but 
also methods to disclose urban techno-politics that emerges continuously and in unanticipated ways.
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